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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
A network engineer configures some VAPs in customer groups and
creates a pool of licenses with enough units for seven APs. The
network engineer deploys the first two APs, looks at the ap
database, and notices the APs are inactive and experience
licensing-related issues.
Based on the show command outputs shown in the exhibit, what

must the engineer do to solve the problem?
A. Allocate seven more MM-VA licenses to the pool.
B. Allocate two more MM-VA licenses to the pool.
C. Allocate two more MC-VA-US licenses to the pool.
D. Allocate seven more MC-VA-US licenses to the pool.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A storage administrator is tasked with creating a DR solution
for block and file storage resources on a Dell
EMC Unity 650F system at a primary production site. The company
has two other campus locations.
Campus A is located 50 km away and has a Dell EMC Unity 400
Hybrid system. Campus B is located 200 km
away and has a Dell EMC UnityVSA system.
What should the storage administrator do to provide the best
protection of storage resources while meeting
recommended latency levels?
A. Replicate block storage resources asynchronously to Campus
BReplicate file storage resources
asynchronously to Campus A
B. Replicate block storage resources asynchronously to Campus
AReplicate file storage resources
synchronously to Campus A
C. Replicate block storage resources synchronously to Campus
AReplicate file storage resources
asynchronously to Campus B
D. Replicate block storage resources synchronously to Campus
AReplicate file storage resources
synchronously to Campus A
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Off-site data backup and storage should be geographically
separated so as to
________________ (fill in the blank) the risk of a widespread
physical disaster such as a hurricane or earthquake.
A. Transfer
B. Mitigate
C. Eliminate
D. Accept
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Off-site data backup and storage should be geographically
separated, to mitigate the risk of a widespread physical
disaster such as a hurricane or an earthquake.
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